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Abstract—We propose LogSummary, an automatic, unsuper-
vised end-to-end log summarization framework for software
system maintenance in this work. LogSummary obtains the
summarized triples of necessary logs for a given log sequence. It
integrates a novel information extraction method that considers
semantic information and domain knowledge with a new triple-
ranking approach using the global knowledge learned from all
logs. Given the lack of a publicly-available gold standard for
log summarization, we have manually labeled the summaries
of four open-source log datasets and made them publicly avail-
able. The evaluation of these datasets and the case studies on
real-world logs demonstrate that LogSummary produces highly
representative (average ROUGE F1 score of 0.741) summaries
efficiently. We have packaged LogSummary into an open-source
toolkit and hope it can be a standard baseline and benefit future
log summarization works.

Index Terms—AIOps, Log analysis, Log summarization

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the continuous development of Internet applica-
tions, large-scale software systems are getting increas-

ingly large and complex. A non-trivial software anomaly can
impact the user experience of millions of users and lead to
significant revenue loss [1]. Consequently, the reliability of
software systems is of vital importance.

Large-scale software systems usually generate logs (see the
top half of Fig. 1), which describe a vast range of events ob-
served by them and are often the only available data recording
software runtime information. Therefore, many automatic log
analysis approaches have been proposed for software system
management [2], which can be classified into log compression
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Logs:
Interface ae3, changed state to down
Interface ae4, changed state to up
Interface ae4, changed state to down

. . .
Line protocol on Interface ae4, changed status to down

 . . .
Member port p1 of aggregation group g1 became inactive, because the  
aggregation configuration of its partner is improper.

Triples: 
(Interface, changed to, down)
(Interface, changed to, up)
(Interface, changed to, down)

. . .
(Line protocol on Interface, changed to, down)

. . .
(Member port, became, inactive), (aggregation configuration, is, improper)

Top-2 Summaries: 
(Interface, changed to, down)
(Line protocol on Interface, changed to, down)

Fig. 1: The triples and top-2 summaries of an example log
stream. We extract the triples from the logs and rank them
based on semantic importance, then select the two most
important triples as top-2 summaries.

methods (e.g., [3]), log parsing methods (e.g., [4–6]), anomaly
detection methods (e.g., [7, 8]), failure prediction methods
(e.g., [9]), and failure diagnosis methods (e.g., [10, 11]), etc.
Although these approaches help operators efficiently under-
stand the status of software systems, they leave the burden
of summarizing logs to operators. More specifically, after a
failure is detected/predicted/diagnosed, operators still have to
read the corresponding original logs (i.e., a log sequence) to
understand software-wide semantics [12]. It is because the
existing automatic log analysis approaches, especially those
for failure prediction or diagnosis purposes, are not accurate
and general enough for every scenario. Before taking measures
to mitigate or avoid failures, operators must ensure that a
failure has occurred or will occur.

However, manual log summarization, or the rule (e.g., reg-
ular expression rule) based log summarization, has become
ineffective and inefficient for the following three reasons.
(1) A large-scale software system is usually implemented
and maintained by hundreds of developers and operators.
The developers or operators who investigate logs often have
incomplete knowledge of the original logging purpose. (2)
The volume of logs is proliferating, for instance, at a rate
of about 50 gigabytes (around 120∼200 million lines) per
hour [5]. The traditional way of log summarization, which
largely relies on manual inspection or rule update, has become
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Log:
4643092 ( 5438708 ) iar 0x00544eb8 , dear 0x01fc5640 ( 543 RAS 
KERNEL INFO Kernel detected 5438714 integer alignment exceptions 
( 5438707 ) iar 0x00544ea8 ,  dear 0x01fc5620 ( 5438708 ) iar 
0x00544eb8 , dear 0x01fc5640 ( 5438709 ) iar 0x00544ea8 , dear 
0x01fc5660 ( 5438710 ) iar 0x00544eb8 , dear 0x01fc5680 ( 5438711 ) iar 
0x00544ee0 , dear 0x01fc56a0 ( 5438712 ) iar 0x00544ef0 , dear 
0x01fc56c0 ( 5438713 ) iar 0x00544ee0 , dear 0x01fc56e0 ( 5438714 ) iar 
0x00544ef0 , dear 0x01fc5700

Template: 
* ( * ) iar * , dear * ( * RAS KERNEL INFO Kernel detected * integer 
alignment exceptions ( * ) iar * , dear * ( * ) iar * , dear * ( * ) iar * , dear 
* ( * ) iar * , dear * ( * ) iar * , dear * ( * ) iar * , dear * ( * ) iar * , dear * 
( * ) iar * , dear *

Triple: 
(Kernel, detected, integer alignment exceptions)

Fig. 2: Log template and semantic triple.

a labor-intensive and error-prone task. (3) With agile software
development becoming increasingly popular, operators deploy
software updates more frequently, leading to a large number
of new types of logs being generated continuously. It is
challenging for operators to timely comprehend these new
types of logs. Although several works have been proposed
for log compression [3, 13] or system interpretability through
logs [14, 15], to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous
work aiming to help operators efficiently and effectively sum-
marize a given log sequence in an interpretable and readable
manner.

When operators investigate logs, they usually care about
three key pieces of information, i.e., “entities”, “events” and
the “relation” between them. These three elements form a
relation tuple (“entities”, “events”, “relation”), which we will
call triple[16] in the following. Sometimes only two elements
are needed for representation, and the first or third position
of the triple may be blank. In most cases, a log contains
one or more triples. These triples are easy to understand for
operators because they keep both the semantics and syntax
of the original log [17]. Suppose we can automatically select
some important summarized triples in a given log sequence as
log summarization and provide them to operators. In that case,
they can gain a clear view of this log sequence. Triples that do
not contain important semantic information should not appear
in the log summarization. Other wise, they will increase the
workload of operators. As shown in Fig. 1, we select a part
of the log sequence for display and list their corresponding
summarized triples. For example, (“Interface”, “changed to ”,
“down”) is the expected relational triple extracted from the first
log, and both (“Member port”, “became”, “inactive”) and (“ag-
gregation configuration”, “is”, “improper”) are the expected
relational triples extracted from the last log. Considering the
semantics importance and frequency, we choose the two most
important triples as the top-2 summaries, and the detailed
ranking policy will be introduced in Section V.

The original goal of logs, i.e., “logs are designed for
operators to read”, motivates us to apply natural language
processing (NLP) methods to summarize logs. Compared
with the NLP log summarization methods, most non-NLP
methods process logs with the help of statistical information,

such as word frequency in logs, and do not fully explore
the semantic information. A typical non-NLP method is log
template extraction, which can filter out parameter information
and extract the fixed part of logs. However, this method cannot
help operators quickly understand the log semantics in many
cases. As shown in Fig. 2, the raw log has 56 words, and its
corresponding template has 26 words. However, the semantic
triples extracted by an NLP method has only 5 words, which
greatly saves operators’ time for understanding this log. When
the log is long, a log template extraction method neither
significantly shortens the length of the text nor gives clear
semantic information in the log. A large number of works have
been proposed for text summarization in the NLP domain [18].
However, the four following challenges lie in applying existing
NLP methods for log summarization.
(1) It is difficult for the existing NLP tools to extract the
expected triples from logs accurately because logs contain not
only normal words, but also domain-specific symbols, and the
syntax of a large portion of logs significantly differs from
normal sentences.
(2) Large-scale software systems can generate a massive
number of logs in a short period. Typically, operators usually
investigate all the logs of some period (say one hour before
a failure) to obtain the summary of these logs [19]. Applying
existing NLP tools to extract triples for each newly generated
log is computationally inefficient (see Table VI).
(3) Existing NLP methods summarize texts based on the order
of sentences (logs) [20]. However, operators expect to read the
summarization of important logs first for a given log sequence.
Therefore, there is a vast gap between operators’ expectations
and the summarization generated by existing NLP methods.
(4) Applying NLP methods to learn a text summarization
model usually needs a large-scale training set [18]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, although there are publicly
available log datasets [5], there is no publicly available dataset
for log summarization yet.

To address the above challenges, we propose LogSummary,
an automatic, unsupervised end-to-end log summarization
framework for software systems. The goal of LogSummary
is to obtain the summarized triples of important logs for a
given log sequence, which takes both semantic information
and domain knowledge into consideration. The contributions
of this paper are summarized as follows.
(1) We propose LogSummary, a new framework to perform log
summarization for software systems. For a given log sequence,
LogSummary obtains the summarized triples of important
logs. The summary preserves the important information of this
log sequence and is easy to understand. The implementation
of LogSummary is available online1.
(2) We propose a new domain-specific and efficient infor-
mation extraction approach called LogIE (Log Information
Extraction). It accurately extracts the expected triples for
each log by integrating it with domain knowledge (addressing
challenge 1) and achieving efficient information extraction by
combining it with a log template (addressing challenge 2).

1https://github.com/LogSummary/code-and-datasets
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(3) We propose a new simple yet effective method to rank the
triples generated by LogIE. It ranks triples according to the
global knowledge learned from all logs rather than each triple’s
local information. In this way, LogSummary accurately obtains
the triples of important logs expected by operators (addressing
challenge 3).
(4) Given the lack of a publicly-available gold standard for log
summarization, we manually labeled reference summaries for
four existing open-source log datasets and made them available
on github2. We believe that the availability of a summary gold
standard would benefit future research and facilitate the adop-
tion of automated log summarization. Extensive experiments
based on these summaries demonstrate that LogSummary
generates highly representative (average ROUGE F1 score of
0.741) summaries, and LogIE is more accurate and much more
efficient than baseline methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We introduce
the related work in Section II, discuss the background in
Section III and highlight the challenges in Section IV. In
Section V, we propose our approach. The evaluation is shown
in Section VI. In Section VII, we discuss the practicability of
LogSummary. Lastly, we conclude our work in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Different log summarization approaches have been proposed
for purposes different from ours. At the same time, different
methods have been used for similar purposes to enhance the
interpretability of the logs for troubleshooting.

Gentili et al. [13] proposed an approach to leverage a
taxonomy graph over the events presented by the logs in order
to reduce the resulting raw data size to keep the required space
to store the data manageable and improve the performance
and system load for log analysis. Gunter et al. [19] presented
an approach for log summarization to decrease the load on
the system for logging. They do not focus on the human
interpretability of the logs but rather on reducing system
workload for downstream tasks. Their main evaluation metric
is keeping the same performance of autonomous anomaly
detection despite the compressed logs. Shang and Syer fo-
cus on understanding software logs [21] and examining the
stability of logs [22]. Huo et al. [23] proposed an approach
to capture message-level and instance-level semantics from
logs, and they focus on the relationship between concepts and
instances in logs. He et al. [24] presented a method to identify
impactful service problems by using log analysis. They pay
more attention to visualization rather than readability. Le
et al. [25] used an NLP method to extract the semantic
meaning of raw log messages, which they then used to detect
anomalies. They do not focus on semantic importance ranking
and readability either.

Satpathi et al. [15] proposed a closely related work in our
scenario. Their focus is different from ours as they aim to mine
the distribution of messages for each anomalous event and
their occurrences in the logs, getting an event signature that
represents it formed by keywords. Nonetheless, they use an
approach that resembles log summarization by first adopting

2https://github.com/LogSummary/code-and-datasets

their proposed change-point detection to aggregate all the
events from the given distribution, followed by summarization
utilizing LDA [26]. However, LDA has proven ineffective for
short text summarization despite aggregation or previous clus-
tering. Additionally, they do not consider parameters from the
logs that are key to understanding an event after summarization
and helping operators with their troubleshooting. Chen et al.
[27] proposed an improved word mover’s distance to measure
the distance between two log samples, and Otomo et al. [28]
proposed an approach to obtain a numerical topic-distributed
representation of each log. Both two methods use LDA to
obtain the log topic distribution information, and they also
have the above-mentioned drawbacks and pay more attention
to the categories of logs rather than summarization.

III. BACKGROUND

Log Parsing. Log parsing usually serves as the first step
towards automated log analysis, and it can pre-process the
unstructured part of the log. The most popular log parsing
approach is automatic template extraction [4, 5, 29, 30], which
extracts constant fields (templates) from logs. For example,
“Interface *, changed state to down” is the template of the first
and fifth logs in Fig. 1, and traditional log parsing methods can
extract templates from historical logs automatically. However,
operators continuously conduct software/firmware upgrades to
introduce new features, fix bugs, or improve performance.
These upgrades usually generate new types of logs required
to update templates online [22]. Therefore, we utilize online
log parsing methods (e.g., LogParse[4]) to extract templates
in this work. Online log parsing methods can extract and
learn templates online without retraining their model. Note
that log parsing is the precursor to information extraction and
log summarization. We generate the log template through log
parsing and then use information extraction to get triples from
the template. Finally, we generate the log summarization from
the triples.

Word Embedding for Logs. Logs are designed to facilitate
user readability. Consequently, the constant parts of logs are
defined in a human-readable manner by developers. Many
methods (e.g., word2vec [31]) thus use natural language
process (NLP) methods to represent words. However, these
methods cannot represent domain-specific words accurately.
For example, “down” and “up” in Fig. 1 are antonyms but have
similar contexts. Besides, system upgrades usually generate
new types of logs with unseen words [32] (e.g., “Vlan-
interface” in Fig. 1), which poses a challenge for generating
distributed representations of words in logs. For this reason, we
adopt Log2Vec [32] to represent the words of logs. Log2Vec
combines a log-specific word embedding method to accurately
extract the semantic information of logs with an out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) word processor to embed unseen words
into a distributed representation at runtime.

Information Extraction. Information extraction retrieves
relational triples from unstructured text. It is usually done
in the form of triples for binary relations, relating two
arguments by a predicate or relation for each relation in
a given sentence, i.e. (argument1, relation1,2, argument2)
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Historical
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LogIE
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extract

update

Triples

Fig. 3: Framework of LogSummary

[16]. Traditional information extraction approaches rely on
predefining a limited set of target relations and hand-crafted
patterns. For this, they would adopt Named Entity Recognizers
and dependency parsers to target a specific domain. These
approaches would then require manual effort to be repurposed
and applied to a different domain. To address the challenge of
scalability for performing web information extraction, Banko
et al. [16] introduced Open Information Extraction (OpenIE).
They presented a new information extraction paradigm that
would allow extracting relations without defining the number
or type of relations in advance.

IV. CHALLENGE AND OVERVIEW

A. Empirical Study

When a failure occurs in a system, operators can use log
summaries to figure out why the failure occurred as quickly as
possible. In the traditional method of manually extracting sum-
maries, operators observe the logs to extract the summaries.
For example, an experienced operator can summarise from
“Line protocol on Interface ae4, changed state to down.” within
about 3 seconds that “Line protocol changed to down” is the
main event described in the log. As log complexity increases,
this process can take a little longer, as each log may contain
more than one event. Meanwhile, the system may generate
thousands of logs per minute, making manual extraction of
log summaries infeasible in the production environment. In
the rule-based summary extraction approach, a rule must be
defined for each log type to achieve good results. In the case of
a new type of log being generated in the system, for example,
“Image 1.jpg at server A in use” contains the main event
“Image is in use”, but there is no way to extract a summary
based on rules without adding a specific rule. The requirement
to read and understand logs quickly in software systems
motivates the design and implementation of LogSummary.

B. Design Challenges

Log data is an important data source recording system states
and significant events at runtime. Thus, it is intuitive for oper-
ators to observe the system’s status and inspect any potential
anomalous events using logs. A log is usually printed by log-
ging statements (e.g., printf(), logger.info()) in the source code,
which developers predefine. Typically, the predefined part of a
log is human-readable. Therefore, solving log summarization
problems using NLP tools seems promising. However, directly

Structured
parts

Logs

OpenIE

LogIE

Templates LogIE
triples

Matching Processing

Free text
parts

Rules
extraction

Matched
triples

Extracted
triples

Fig. 4: Detailed workflow of the LogIE in LogSummary
(Fig. 3).

Structured
parts

Logs LogIE 
triples

Free text
parts

Rule 
triples

Matched 
Logs

UnMatched 
Logs

Matched
triples

Semantic
triplesLogIE

Fig. 5: Objectflow of the LogIE in LogSummary (Fig. 3).

applying existing NLP approaches for log summarization faces
several challenges as follows.
Domain-specific symbols and grammar. Logs contain many
domain-specific symbols, and their grammar may significantly
differ from normal sentences. Existing NLP tools, which are
typically designed for normal sentences, cannot get accurate
summaries for them. For example, entity-value pairs are valu-
able and structured information that should be extracted from
unstructured logs. However, existing NLP tools cannot extract
them directly because they may be separated by an equal “=”
or a colon “:” symbol. Besides, some entity-value pairs are
hidden in word combinations. For instance, when NLP tools
process the first log in Fig. 1, it may treat “Interface ae3” as
a whole, while “ae3” is a value for the entity of “Interface”.
High summarization efficiency requirement. After a failure
is detected or predicted, the operator hopes to quickly obtain
the summary of a collection of logs in some period (e.g., one
hour before a detected failure) to figure out what happens
on the software system. However, the software system can
generate a large number of logs during this period. For ex-
ample, one program execution in the HDFS system generates
288,775 logs per hour [7]. On the other hand, existing NLP
methods typically get the summarized triples one sentence
(log) by one sentence (log), and their efficiency cannot satisfy
the requirement of operators (see Table VI for more details).
Obtaining the summarized triples of important logs. Typ-
ically, logs are generated in the order of program execution,
and they contain redundancy and repetition. When operators
inspect a collection of logs triggered by a failure detection or
prediction, they want to obtain the triples of those important
logs first. However, existing NLP approaches usually generate
summaries according to the order of sentences (logs) in the
original text (log sequence). In Fig. 8, for example, a state-
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of-the-art NLP method generates summaries by compressing
original logs instead of generating triples of the expected
important logs. Consequently, these approaches cannot satisfy
the expectation of operators.

C. Overview of LogSummary

In this paper, we design LogSummary (as shown in Fig. 3)
to summarize logs in software systems and help operators
read/understand logs faster. LogSummary is an automatic log
summarization approach that takes both semantic information
and domain knowledge into consideration, which differs from
existing methods and achieves a good result. We decompose
the LogSummary into the offline training and online summa-
rization stage, involving word embedding and log templates,
which we will describe in detail. LogSummary needs to
obtain both log templates and word embeddings during offline
training. On the one hand, we apply unsupervised template
extraction methods [5] to get templates from historical logs.
LogIE later uses these templates in the online stage for
matching and processing logs purposes. On the other hand, to
rank arbitrary summaries, LogSummary applies Log2Vec [32],
a commonly used technique to generate log embeddings in the
online system, to learn the domain-specific semantics of offline
logs and generates a new embedding for unseen (OOV) words
at runtime. Afterward, these trained embeddings are adopted
to rank summaries online.

In the online stage, LogSummary updates new templates
using online log parsing methods [4]. Then, it is followed
by two consecutive steps, LogIE and ranking summaries. The
LogIE (described in Section V-A) is a mechanism to generate
triples from real-time logs and historical log templates. It
solves the challenge that logs contain domain-specific text
and outputs primary summaries of logs. In general, NLP-
based summarization methods can be divided into abstractive
and extractive methods[33]. The abstractive methods require
supervised data, while the extractive methods are usually
unsupervised. Since it is difficult to obtain a labeled log
dataset, we use an extractive method to extract semantic triples
in LogIE. Additionally, existing NLP-based summarization
methods are typically designed for normal sentences, and logs
are usually different from normal sentences, making it ineffec-
tive to use them directly to obtain log summarization. So we
use domain knowledge to pre-process the log template before
generating the summarization in LogIE. Note that applying
NLP-based methods for log summarization is not the main
contribution of our work. Moreover, LogIE saves mapping
caches between triples and templates, which speeds up log
processing and solves the processing speed challenge imposed
by the massive amount of logs. Eventually, LogSummary ranks
triples by adopting TextRank, which meets the requirements of
operators reading critical summaries first rather than following
the program execution logs order.

V. ALGORITHM

A. LogIE

In order to accurately and efficiently extract valuable in-
formation from logs, we propose LogIE (Log Information

Link bandwidth lost totally is resumed.︸ ︷︷ ︸
Free Text

( Reason =

VAR1︷︸︸︷
* )︸ ︷︷ ︸

Structured Text

Fig. 6: Log template example.

Extraction). LogIE performs open information extraction on
logs, extracting triples relating entities and arguments through
relation or predicate. To achieve this, it combines both Rule
Extraction (RE) and OpenIE to extract the triples. To make the
process fast and efficient, LogIE adopts templates to improve
and speed up the information extraction of logs. Note that
templates are automatically extracted by existing approaches
[4, 5] . LogIE learns triples from the log templates, so template
matching can be used to produce the LogIE triples output.
LogIE is a framework composed of four main components,
and we describe and explain how they work using the simple
example in Fig. 6.

1) Matching & Processing: Matching and Processing are
the overarching components of LogIE supported by the RE and
the OpenIE components that perform the triple extraction. The
detailed workflow and object flow of the LogIE are shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. LogIE takes both raw logs and
templates as its input. It performs template matching on the
input raw logs. Using Fig. 6 as an example, if a log is matched
with this template, LogIE retrieves the previously extracted
triples for this given log-type and substitutes the variables
present in the triples by their actual value obtained from the
raw log. These variables are usually identifiers, values, or
addresses [1]. Therefore once a log is received, if a template
is matched by the matching component, it will be processed
directly by the processing component and output its LogIE
triples. This way LogIE can effectively and efficiently yield
OpenIE triples in an online manner. Since the goal of LogIE
is to get structured information from logs, we treat all these
cases equally by substituting them with a dummy token to
be considered an entity or part of an argument e.g., “VARX”,
where X is the ordinal of the variable within the template.
In the case that the log is not matched to any template, a
new template needs to be extracted[4, 29]. Since LogIE is
meant to be run online, it requires a template extraction and
matching method that can be incrementally updated online.
For this reason, we incorporate LogParse into the Matching
component. The new template is then split into subparts as
shown in Fig. 6, based on rules predefined accordingly to the
source log. These subparts are then handled by the RE and
OpenIE components to extract a new set of triples from it.
The RE component would handle the structured parts, while
the OpenIE one handles the free text parts. The output triples
are then stored and passed to the Processing component to
produce the final LogIE triples output.

2) RE for Rule Triples: The purpose of the RE component
is to make the most out of the structure present in logs, namely
the structured text part from the example in Fig. 6. According
to our observation, there are some rules for systems to print
logs. Therefore it becomes easier to define rules to extract
part of the information present precisely. For example, in
our implementation, we use three different rules, where all
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Algorithm 1 Ranking Algorithm

Require: A semantic information triple set ST , the number
of triple candidates k and word embedding set WE

Ensure: Ranked summaries S
1: Create a triple vector set TV
2: for each triples st of ST do
3: Create a temporary empty triple vector tv
4: Let a integer variable len record the number of words

in st
5: for each word w of st do
6: Find the corresponding word vector wv for w in WE
7: Plus the current word vector wv to the temporary

triple vector tv
8: end for
9: Get the average vector av by dividing tv by len and

regard av as the triple vector st
10: Append the triple vector av to TV
11: end for
12: Init a matrix of transition probability M by calculating

cosine similarity between all tv pairs in TV
13: Convert M to a weighted graph G = (V,E).
14: Get the triple scores TS by applying Formula 1 to G
15: Sort the triples in reverse order by scores in TS, and the

top k triples as the final summaries S.
16: return S

TABLE I: Three rules in RE.

Rule Log Rule Triple

“=” critical input interrupt ( unit = 0x0b ) (unit, is,
0x0b)

“:” instruction address : 0x00004ed8 (address, is,
0x00004ed8)

“–” mmcs db server has been started :
./mmcs db server –useDatabase BGL

(useDatabase,
is, BGL)

three cover different ways of representing entity-value pairs, as
shown in Table I. For these cases, entity-value pairs are usually
separated by an equals “=” or a colon “:” symbol. Another
common case is formatting such information in the same way
command line arguments are specified in a command line
interface program. The RE component processes unstructured
logs by first extracting triples from the non-free text parts
of the logs before the OpenIE component processes their
remaining free text parts. When non-free text is processed,
OpenIE component will be more accurate and efficient in
processing the remaining free text. Besides, the output triples
of the LogIE’s RE component could be used to provide further
details of the log stream in a readable structured manner or
store structured information (entity-value pairs) for further data
mining. For example, when operators see a summarization
(Interface, changed to, down) in a visual interface, they usually
want to know which interface has changed, and rule triples can
automatically provide this information if it is presented in a
structured way in the log. Note that rule triples are not used
for our ranking algorithm because they contain only simple

“is” relation instead of rich semantic information.
3) OpenIE for Semantic Triples: Operators pay attention

to “entities”, “events”, and the “relation” between them when
they read logs which make these the most important pieces of
information to be considered for log summarization. OpenIE
[16] is usually used to extract relational triples, which is
exactly what the operators need since they are both structured
in a human-readable way [17], and a reduced version of the
original logs. After rule triples were extracted using templates,
the remainder free text is passed on to the OpenIE component.
There has been substantial progress in OpenIE approaches
since it was proposed by Banko et al. [16]. These methods
take free text as input and yield OpenIE triples as the output,
formed by two arguments related by a predicate e.g., (“Link
bandwidth”, “is”, “resumed”). OpenIE methods achieve their
objective by leveraging the underlying semantic structure of
the sentences for a given language, enabling them to find
the arguments present and the predicates that relate to them.
Therefore, We leverage existing OpenIE approaches in our im-
plementation to fulfill the OpenIE component requirement of
the LogIE framework. Since LogIE is a framework, none of its
components, including OpenIE, are tied to any implementation
in particular. Besides, many short logs do not have the whole
three elements of triples, e.g., do not contain an entity, OpenIE
can also generate “triples” with less than three elements. The
outputs of the OpenIE component are the semantic triples,
LogSummary will rank them and generate the summary later.
As you will see in our evaluation in Section VI, we incorporate
the main OpenIE methods from the literature into our work as
both baselines for LogIE and as part of the LogIE framework
for evaluation.

B. Ranking Summaries

As aforementioned, logs, which record software’s status
in real-time, usually suffer from redundancy and repetition.
Traditionally, operators need to read raw logs and extract
valuable information manually. However, it‘s labor-intensive
and time-consuming. The goal of the LogSummary is to help
operators to read/understand logs faster. After the LogIE stage,
we obtain triples, the minimum units of semantic information
within logs. In this section, we introduce a mechanism to rank
the triples based on their informativeness. Operators generally
hope to find out the importance of each triple by measuring the
connection between each triple and other triples. For a set of
logs, most algorithms ignore the semantics and other elements
of its words, and simply treat a triple as a collection of words.
And each word appears independently and does not depend
on the other. However, in the log analysis domain, different
word combinations have different meanings. Operators usually
use knowledge drawn from entire logs to make local ranking
decisions. Therefore, we integrate the information from the
global corpus into the sorting algorithm in the form of word
vectors, and through the combination of the sorting algorithm
and word vectors, iteratively scores sentences and sorts them
according to the score.

1) Triple Representation: Firstly, we propose a method to
represent triples with domain-specific semantics. Log2Vec [32]
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Fig. 7: Weighted graph of case study on real-world switch
logs.

enables generalization to domain-specific words, which is
achieved by integrating the embedding of lexical and relation
features into a low-dimensional Euclidean space. By training
a model over the existing vocabulary, Log2Vec [32] can later
use that model to predict the embedding of any words, even
previously unseen words at runtime. Therefore, we apply the
technique in Log2Vec to represent triples generated from logs.
Leveraging its previous components, we convert any word
in the triples into a word embedding vector and generate
the triple’s vector, which is the arithmetic mean of its word
vectors.

2) Ranking Triples: We propose a method to rank log sum-
maries in this section. Its workflow is shown in Algorithm 1.
Firstly, we build a graph associated with the logs, where the
graph vertices are representative of the units to be ranked. For
the application of triple extraction, the goal is to rank entire
semantic triples, and therefore a vertex is added to the graph
for each triple in logs. Same as sentence extraction, we define
a relation that determines a connection between two triples
if there is a “similarity” relation between them, where the
“similarity” is measured as the cosine similarity [34] of two
triples. Note that other similarity measures (e.g., Euclidean
distance [35]) are also possible. Such a relation between
two triples can be seen as a process of “recommendation”.
Given a triple that addresses certain concepts in logs, it is
“recommended” to refer to other triples in the logs that address
similar concepts. Therefore, a similarity link is drawn between
any two triples.

Unlike the unweighted graphs in PageRank [36], we need
to build weighted graphs. The resulting graph is highly con-
nected, with a weight associated with each edge, indicating
the strength of connections established between various triple
pairs in logs. Therefore, the logs are represented as a weighted
graph(Fig. 7 shows a weighted graph for the case study in
section VI-C). Formally, let G = (V,E) be a directed graph
with the set of vertices V and a set of edges E, where E is
a subset of V ∗ V . For a given vertex Vi, let In(Vi) be the
set of vertices that point to it, and let Out(Vi) be the set of

vertices that vertex Vi points to. Then, we adopt the formula in
TextRank [37], which is for graph-based ranking that takes into
account edge weights when computing the score associated
with a vertex in the graph. Textrank’s formula is defined to
integrate vertex weights.

WS(Vi) = (1−d)+d∗
∑

Vj∈InVi

wji∑
Vk∈OutVj

wjk
WS(Vj) (1)

Where d is a damping factor that can be set between 0 and 1.
After the triple-based TextRank [37] is run on the graph,

semantic triples are sorted in reverse order of their score.
Note that although the summaries of LogSummary are

highly compressed, it has a different goal from other log com-
pression applications (e.g., LogZip[3]). Other log compression
applications aim to store logs, while our summaries are more
readable for operators.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we report all experiments conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed LogSummary. We
evaluate LogSummary from two aspects. Firstly, we evaluate
the accuracy of LogIE on information extraction and compare
it with common information extraction approaches. Next,
we evaluate the accuracy of ranked summaries on the gold
references and compare the result with the baselines.

A. Experimental Setting

1) Datasets: We conduct experiments over four public log
datasets from several services: BGL logs [38], HDFS logs [7],
HPC logs [39], and Proxifier logs[3].

Since the lack of a publicly-available summary gold stan-
dard hinders the automatic evaluation, we manually label the
above public log datasets and make them available. In this
paper, we provide two kinds of gold standard datasets. For
information extraction, we label all templates for all logs
([5] only label templates for 2000 logs per dataset) and label
OpenIE triples leveraging semantic information and domain
knowledge. In detail, four researchers manually extracted the
triples from the templates and gave each template a variable
number of semantic triples based on experience. Then, they
discussed the annotation results and revised them again to
ensure consistency. The examples of manual labeling are listed
in Table II. To evaluate log summarization, we choose 100
groups of 20 contiguous logs per dataset and generated their
summaries manually.

The detailed information on the above datasets is listed in
Table III and Table IV.

2) Experimental Setup: We conduct all experiments on a
Linux server with Intel Xeon 2.40 GHz CPU. We implement
LogSummary with Python 3.6 and make it open-source.

B. Evaluation on LogIE

We intrinsically evaluate the LogIE framework to choose
its best implementation and compare it to the baselines. We
evaluate the main OpenIE methods from the literature as
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TABLE II: Examples of manual labeling.

Log Template Triples

- * error : Could not
connect through proxy
proxy.cse.cuhk.edu.hk : 5070 -
Proxy server cannot establish
a connection with the target ,
status code *

(“”, “Could not con-
nect through”, “proxy”),
(“Proxy server”, “can-
not establish”, “a con-
nection”)

Connections do not originate
from the applications. A third
party network filter ( e.g. an-
tivirus ) is detected

(“Connections”, “do not
originate from”, “the ap-
plications”), (“A third
party network filter”, “is
detected”, “”)

TABLE III: Detail of the service log datasets.

Datasets Description # of logs

BGL Blue Gene/L supercomputer log 4,747,963
HDFS Hadoop distributed file system log 11,175,629
HPC High performance cluster log 433,489

Proxifier Proxifier software log 21,329

baselines and incorporate them as the OpenIE component of
LogIE. For this task, we build and open-source a dataset of log
information extraction triples based on public logs. We also
use this gold standard dataset to evaluate an improved version
of LogIE which uses manually improved templates instead
of an online template extraction approach. This serves as an
ablation test showing the influence of the template quality on
LogIE’s performance.

1) Triples Gold Standard Dataset: For this dataset, we
employ it as the gold standard for building and evaluating the
different approaches within LogIE. The process of building it
can be divided into three parts: obtaining the logs data from
different services, extracting and improving templates used to
assist the triples extraction, and manual annotation.

We source the logs from different types of systems and
services. Four described in Table VII are open-source and one
comes from real-world switch logs.

As part of building the gold propositions dataset, we extract
templates from all source logs using LogParse [4]. Then, we
manually extract OpenIE triples from the logs. For each log,
we manually extract relational triples of the form (arg1, r,
arg2), meaning that arg1 is related to arg2 by predicate r. We
aim to keep the form (subject, predicate, object) in this order.
For this purpose, we considered both the domain knowledge
and the semantic structure. We make several considerations:
We extract (subject, predicate, object) triples in this order.
Where applicable, we make prepositions part of the predicate.
It’s required to have at least the predicate and the subject or
object present to extract a triple. We make linking verbs the
predicate of a triple where applicable. Conjunctions, such as
“and” or “or”, are split into several triples or combined into a
single one where the conjunction is part of the predicate. For

TABLE IV: Resulting number of manually improved tem-
plates and manually extracted OpenIE triples from the source
datasets for building the OpenIE Gold Standard dataset.

Source Templates Triples

BGL 263 831
HDFS 50 87
HPC 85 199

Proxifier 14 36

Total 412 1,153

the cases of apposition, we define an ”is” relation that would
serve as an ”is-a” relation, which is usually used in ontology
building.

Lastly, we leverage domain knowledge to extract the values
of arguments or attributes as well as the instances of different
entities. Usually, these would show up as an “=” or a “:” in
the logs. In these cases, we also considered an “is” relation
to represent the relation between the two. Additionally, argu-
ments are also represented in the format in which command-
line arguments are written. In these cases, we also use an “is”
relation and create a second argument ”set” for flags.

2) Task Formulation: As explained in Section III, OpenIE
intends to obtain all relations present in a given sentence
or corpus together with the arguments or entities related by
such relations in a structured manner. Likewise, the goal of
LogIE is to extract the relations present within each log, which
are used as the minimum unit of information from each log.
Specifically, given a stream of raw logs as the input, relational
triples of the form (arg1, relation, arg2) are to be extracted for
each relation present within each log. This task will be tested
against the gold standard we propose in Section VI-B1 and
evaluated as detailed in the following Section VI-B3.

3) Metrics and Baselines: The main challenge to intrin-
sically evaluate LogIE, similarly to cases that are common
in NLP, is that we need to allow different OpenIE triples
extractions to be considered acceptable for the same gold
proposition. For this reason, we follow a similar approach
to that of Stanovsky et al. [40] in their OpenIE benchmark.
Inspired by He et al. [41], where the syntactic heads of the
predicate and the arguments from a given extraction should
match those of the corresponding gold proposition, they define
a more lenient approach that considers their token-level over-
lap instead. Therefore, we use an approach similar to theirs3 to
calculate the precision and recall of the evaluation. Among the
main differences, we do not propagate a match to all matching
predicates but thoroughly test all triples against all gold
propositions instead. We don’t produce a confidence score for
each triple, so we don’t calculate AUC scores. The main metric
we consider for comparison between the approaches is the F1
score. The metrics are calculated as follows: precision =
# correct extractions

# extractions , recall = # recalled gold propositions
# gold propositions ,

F1 = 2 × precision × recall
precision + recall .

3https://github.com/gabrielStanovsky/oie-benchmark
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We compare LogIE with six Open Information Extraction
methods, namely, ClausIE [42], Ollie [43], OpenIE54, PredPatt
[44], PropS [44], and Stanford OpenIE [45].

4) Experimental Results: We evaluate LogIE and compare
it against its manually augmented version and the six OpenIE
baselines in Table V on the four public logs described in Table
III. LogIE learns online templates generated by LogParse [4].
However, to perform an ablation test, we also compare LogIE
improved, an augmented version using manually improved
templates that were produced as part of the gold standard
dataset introduced in section VI-B1. Then each baseline is
plain OpenIE approaches used directly on the raw logs. LogIE
consistently produces better results across all public logs when
compared to the baselines. This is because LogIE’s pipeline
approach is optimized to take advantage of both the structure
and the free text present in logs. On the other hand, plain
OpenIE methods are meant to be used directly on free natural
language text. As you will see in Table V, even though both
versions of LogIE are consistently superior to the baselines,
there are cases where their results could be comparable, such
as on BGL or HPC. The more free text is present in the
logs, the easier it is for plain OpenIE methods to generate
correct OpenIE triples. However, as we show in Table VI,
applying plain OpenIE methods on the logs is inefficient
compared to LogIE, which leverages the templates used as
input, and the high speed of template matching using tries to
produce the OpenIE triples output from the raw logs. The
throughput of LogIE is over 200X that of applying plain
OpenIE, and this benefits mainly from template matching.
Nonetheless, the performance of LogIE is sensitive to the
accuracy of the templates used as input, as shown in the
ablation test comparison. As demonstrated by the performance
of LogIE Improved, the more accurate templates are, the better
the performance of LogIE. Further, LogIE leverages either
the structure of the log or the semantic information of the
unstructured text within logs to extract information. If there is
no rich information in the structure or details within the log
are omitted to make it shorter, its performance is also affected.
This is the case for the HDFS logs, where the structured
parts don’t provide rich information and the natural language
implicitly refers to the arguments, which is not picked up by
LogIE. This affects its results with a low recall as seen in Table
V. In turn, this affects the output of LogSummary, given the
pipeline nature of the framework.

C. Evaluation on Ranking Summaries

1) Metrics and Baselines: To automatically evaluate the
log summarization performance of different approaches, we
use ROUGE [46]. The ROUGE metric measures the sum-
mary quality by counting the overlapping units between the
generated summary and reference summaries. In our sce-
nario, different operators may manually generate summaries
in different orders of words/phrases. Therefore, we apply
ROUGE-1 to evaluate performance. Following the common
practice [47], we report the precision, recall,and F1 score

4https://github.com/dair-iitd/OpenIE-standalone

TABLE V: Test accuracy on the log OpenIE triples gold
reference dataset of public logs.

Logs Method Precision Recall F1

BGL

LogIE 0.918 0.864 0.89
OpenIE5 0.788 0.733 0.760
Stanford 0.685 0.753 0.717

Ollie 0.552 0.633 0.590
PredPatt 0.463 0.638 0.536
ClausIE 0.447 0.602 0.513
PropS 0.000 0.000 0.000

HDFS

LogIE 0.98 0.459 0.626
OpenIE5 0.271 0.220 0.243
Stanford 0.184 0.210 0.196

Ollie 0.003 0.079 0.006
PredPatt 0.171 0.177 0.174
ClausIE 0.159 0.530 0.244
PropS 0.000 0.000 0.000

HPC

LogIE 0.859 0.667 0.751
OpenIE5 0.567 0.123 0.202
Stanford 0.691 0.349 0.464

Ollie 0.290 0.285 0.287
PredPatt 0.591 0.556 0.573
ClausIE 0.588 0.648 0.616
PropS 0.000 0.000 0.000

Proxifier

LogIE 0.869 0.812 0.839
OpenIE5 0.759 0.204 0.322
Stanford 0.831 0.254 0.389

Ollie 0.556 0.194 0.288
PredPatt 0.061 0.106 0.078
ClausIE 0.247 0.719 0.368
PropS 0.000 0.000 0.000

TABLE VI: Comparison of speed measured in logs per second
between LogIE and the plain OpenIE methods when process-
ing the input logs measured over thirty runs for each OpenIE
method and each logs dataset.

Approach Throughput (logs / s)

mean std

LogIE 8,550.66 1,909.62

OpenIE Methods 39.05 36.19

for ROUGE-1, where precision = # overlapping words
# words in goldreference ,

recall = # overlapping words
# words in automatic summary and F1socre =

2×precision×recall
precision+recall We obtain the metrics using open-

source package5. We apply the compression ratio, i.e.,
size of summaries
size of original logs , to evaluate the log compression perfor-
mance. We compare LogSummary with three baseline extrac-
tive summarization methods, namely, TF-IDF [48], LDA [15],
and TextRank (sentence summary) [37]. We implement TF-
IDF and LDA with scikit-learn, a Python library for software

5https://github.com/pltrdy/rouge
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machine learning, and implement TextRank with NetworkX,
a Python library for studying graphs and networks. Specifi-
cally, for the TF-IDF, we consider the log sequence as a corpus
and each log as a document and then calculate the TF-IDF
weight. We select the k words with the highest weight from a
log as the summarization of the log sequence. For LDA, we
set the number of topics to 10 and select the k words with
the highest weight for each topic as the summarization of the
topic, and the summarization of the log sequence is the set of
all topic summarizations. For TextRank, we use Log2Vec[32]
to generate a vector representation of each log and then rank
the importance of the logs based on the TextRank algorithm.
We select the most important k logs as the summarization of
the log sequence. We set k = 10 in the experiments.

2) Experimental Results: We compare LogSummary with
three baselines on four public datasets. For LogSummary, we
choose the top-5 semantic triples from online logs. Table VII
shows the comparison results of LogSummary and three base-
lines. Overall, LogSummary achieves the best summarization
accuracy among the four methods. Both TF-IDF and LDA,
however, have low F1 scores (< 0.5) on all four datasets
because TF-IDF and LDA generate summaries by extracting
keywords, which dismisses valuable information in raw logs.
Although TextRank achieves relatively high precision (e.g.,
0.904 on the BGL dataset), the high precision is at the cost of
low recalls. For instance, on the Proxifier dataset, the recall
of TextRank is only 0.050. Because there are many similar
logs with different variables, when employed on their own,
TextRank may choose many logs of the same type and ignore
other types of logs. On the contrary, LogSummary uses LogIE
to extract triples from logs as an intermediate representation,
which is more fine-grained than each complete log, before
applying TextRank achieving a ≈4.6 times higher recall.

Table VII evaluates the compression ratio for log summa-
rization on four datasets. We find that LogSummary achieves
an average compression ratio of 3.1%, which will vastly reduce
the reading and understanding load of operators.

The results mean that the outputs of LogSummary are not
only readable but also highly compressed.

D. Threats to Validility
The LogSummary framework leverages each of its compo-

nents to produce accurate summaries automatically. However,
its pipeline nature makes each component depends on the qual-
ity of the output from the previous ones. Sometimes, we should
improve the templates manually since template extraction is
not perfectly precise. These imprecisions meant there would be
redundant templates extracted from the logs. Additionally, the
variables may not have been detected properly in some cases.
Therefore, the quality of the templates may affect the triples
extracted by LogIE, which in turn affects the representations
built by Log2Vec [32] which are used by TextRank [37]
to produce the ranked summaries. Nonetheless, each of the
components provides significant benefits over their baselines.
LogIE produces triples at over 200 times the throughput of
plain OpenIE methods, which serve as the intermediate result
that LogSummary leverages to achieve ≈4.6 times the recall
of TextRank [37], which is the best-performing baseline.

TABLE VII: Log summarization performance and Compres-
sion Ratio (CR) of LogSummary compared to its Baselines.

Logs Method Precision Recall F1 CR

BGL

LogSummary 0.815 0.703 0.725 0.026
CD-LDA 0.382 0.076 0.119 0.130
TextRank 0.893 0.238 0.347 0.144
TF-IDF 0.383 0.354 0.332 0.024

HDFS

LogSummary 0.759 0.432 0.538 0.015
CD-LDA 0.220 0.045 0.074 0.225
TextRank 0.602 0.079 0.135 0.230
TF-IDF 0.193 0.176 0.179 0.033

HPC

LogSummary 0.819 0.911 0.840 0.037
CD-LDA 0.530 0.110 0.175 0.251
TextRank 0.904 0.265 0.365 0.208
TF-IDF 0.487 0.506 0.472 0.039

Proxifier

LogSummary 0.879 0.857 0.864 0.045
CD-LDA 0.332 0.088 0.135 0.099
TextRank 0.663 0.050 0.093 0.275
TF-IDF 0.281 0.324 0.290 0.023

Logs:
    1. [SIF] send arp request for address 10.72.85.29 by vif vlan.6
    2. [SIF] new delete arp flag : true,  ip : 10.72.80.29 , mac: c:da:4:b4:99:3b
    3. [SIF] set arp successfully : ip=10.72.80.29 ,  mac=c:da:41:b4:99:3b 
    4. [OSPF] rt.get_directly_connected( )||rt.get_nexthop ( )!=ZERO( )

…
298. last message repeated 142 times
299. [SIF] Interface te-1/1/10 ,  changed state to up
300. [SIF] send arp request for address 10.72.83.41 by vif vlan.4

Top-5 summaries :     
 logined the switch;  delete arp;   send arp request; 
 changed to up;   set arp successfully

LogIE Triples:
0: 'changed state'
1: 'changed to down'
2: 'logined the switch'
3: 'get egress interfaces'
4: 'logouted from the switch'
5: 'XRL Death'
6: 'changed to up'

7: 'registering interest in'
8: 'XRL Birth'
9: 'send arp request'
10: 'receive arp request '
11: 'delete arp'
12: 'set arp successfully'
13: 'last message repeated times' 

Fig. 8: A case study of LogSummary on switch logs.

Further, we consider four open source log datasets as part
of the evaluation from software systems. Our approaches
outperform their baselines in all of them, which shows the
generalizability of LogSummary. However, it may encounter
challenges when dealing with short logs with non-conforming
syntax or complex application-layer logs with lots of pa-
rameters in their free text part. For example, operators need
to create complex rules for the Rule Extraction part when
faced with complex logs with many parameters. When a target
system has a large number of grammatically completed logs,
LogSummary will play an important role in it.

VII. DISCUSSION

To further evaluate the performance and demonstrate the
robustness of LogSummary, we do a case study on real-
world logs, which are generated by switches deployed in a
top cloud service provider. We select and label one million
switch logs in the same manner we do for the public datasets
as described in Section VI-B1. Here results are consistent with
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Logs:
   1. clusterfilesystem clusterfilesystem.not_served 1076533615 1 ClusterFileSystem : 
ServerFileSystem domain root2_local is no longer served by node node-97
   2. unix.hw state_change.available 1084682024 1 Component State Change : 
Component \042alt0\042 is in the available state ( HWID = 2618 )
   3. action error 1131215761 1 boot ( command 3937 ) Error : Unknown We failed to 
determine the state of this node
   4. switch_module error 1132343340 1 link errors remain current

…
298. unix.hw state_change.unavailable 1085084674 1 Component State Change : 
Component \042alt0\042 is in the unavailable state ( HWID = 2410 )
299. unix.hw net.niff.up 1132159997 1 NIFF : node node-236 has detected an 
available network connection on network  via interface alt0
300. clusterfilesystem clusterfilesystem.not_served 1122206522 1 ClusterFileSystem : 
ServerFileSystem domain root1_tmp_backup is no longer served by node node-160

Top-5 summaries :     
An ServerFileSystem domain panic has occurred on storage
switch_module error 1 link errors remain current
Component is in the unavailable state
We failed to determine the state of this node
node has detected an available network connection on network via interface

LogIE Triples:
0: 'Component is in the available state'
1: 'node has detected an available network connection on network via interface'
2: 'There is no server for ServerFileSystem domain storage'
3: 'boot_cmd abort  1 Command has been aborted'
4: 'We failed to determine the state of this node'
5: 'Component  is in the unavailable state'
6: 'ServerFileSystem domain  is served by node'
7: 'switch_module error 1 link errors remain current'
8: 'action error 1 boot  Error is Console-Busy Port already in use'
9: 'ServerFileSystem domain  is served no longer'
10: 'shutdown_cmd abort  1 Command has been aborted'
11: 'An ServerFileSystem domain panic has occurred on storage'

Fig. 9: A case study of LogSummary on HPC logs.

the experiments on the public log datasets. Likewise, given
that the proportion of the free text is higher within this log
dataset, a complex OpenIE approach can also generate com-
parably accurate triples. Nonetheless, both LogIE approaches
outperform all baselines at a throughput over 200 times higher.
For this real-world dataset, LogIE achieves an F1 of 0.831,
whereas other OpenIE methods get an average F1 of 0.414. At
the same time, LogSummary helps operators to increase their
productivity by orders of magnitude compared to the existing
combination of manual and rule-based methods.

We conduct a case study of LogSummary on real-world
switch logs to visualize the intermediate steps and showcase
its results. As shown in Fig. 8, we randomly select 300
logs from real-world switch logs, apply LogIE to extract
triples, and generate summarization with LogSummary. The
corresponding weighted triple graph from TextRank is shown
in Fig. 7. Besides, we also conduct a case study on HPC to
ensure consistency with the evaluation. We randomly select
300 logs from the HPC dataset and apply the same processing
flow as in switch logs. The result is shown in Fig. 9. Both
summarization results are confirmed by operators, proving that
LogSummary is useful.

There is abundant room for further progress in improving
the ranking algorithm. We do not consider the order of logs in
the ranking algorithm, which may have an impact on the log
summarization. In further work, we can add order information
to the ranking algorithm. For example, when calculating the
weights between triples, we could inverse the weights to the
average distance between them. We can also calculate the
number of triples in a certain interval and update the weights
proportional to it.

LogSummary can serve further downstream purposes, which
we consider for future work. The triples of LogSummary could

aid in the creation of knowledge graphs applied to perform
automatic root cause analysis. Additionally, they could serve
as an intermediate representation before other log analysis
tasks. Suppose we add domain knowledge of anomaly logs
to the triple ranking algorithm or use labeled triples to train
a deep learning model that can indicate whether a triple
is anomalous. In that case, LogSummary could produce a
summary of anomalous logs for troubleshooting.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Logs play an important role in network and service mainte-
nance. Operators still have to conduct log summarization for
a suspicious log sequence in a manual or rule-based manner
before taking action, even though many methods have been
proposed for automatic log detection/diagnosis/prediction. In
this paper, we propose LogSummary, a simple baseline frame-
work for automatic summarization for large-scale online ser-
vices. LogSummary combines LogIE, which accurately and
efficiently obtains information extraction triples from logs, and
a simple yet effective triple-ranking method utilizing the global
knowledge learned from all historical logs. We perform ex-
tensive evaluation experiments to demonstrate LogSummary’s
performance in summarizing logs. Moreover, we have open-
sourced LogSummary and the manually labeled gold standard
references, hoping that they can benefit future research works.
In this work, we take the first step towards automated log
summarization in an interpretable and readable manner for
online services and believe that LogSummary will benefit
researchers for their future work in log summarization.
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